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justice to maintain the principle formulated by Lord Atkin1
and others and expressed by Jenkins J. in the following words:
'Where the principle of immunity is invoked in cases in which the
foreign sovereign State is not itself sued, but which concern property in
which the foreign sovereign State claims some proprietary or possessory
interest, then, in the absence of a proved or admitted right of property
in the foreign sovereign State, possession or control by it of the thing in
suit is a condition essential to the application of the principle.'2
It is difficult to believe that the courts will depart from the
principle formulated by the learned judge.
A clear exception to the doctrine of immunity occurs where immunity
a foreign sovereign is one of the claimants to a trust fund 'f1?^111
r 11-	-i-        i       •      •!••	r    i       t-*       i«i	->   r	i   admtnistr*-
fallmg within the jurisdiction of the English court.3 In suchtionofa
a case the Court of Chancery treats the administration of the trust
trust as its domestic responsibility and it is prepared to deter-
mine the right of the beneficiaries, even though these may
possibly or certainly include a foreign sovereign.4
The question which has been much canvassed, but never Quaere
decided in England, is whether the doctrine of immunity can ^^rty
be successfully invoked where the action concerns immovables excluded
situated in England. If, for instance, the Government of the
U.S.A. has taken a lease of a house in London for the accom- land
modation of some mission which is not part of its diplomatic
entourage* can the lessor sue for the recovery of rent or to
recover possession under the proviso for re-entry if the covenant
to repair has been broken?6 Sir Robert Phillimore said obiter
that 'the exemption from suit is deemed not to apply to im-
movable property',7 and Westlake, after remarking that 'no
court can be expected to renounce the determination of the
property in its soil',8 described as unimaginable the suggestion
1	The Cristina, [1938] A.C. 485, at p. 490.
2	Dollfus Mifget Comfagnie v. Bank of England, [1949] Ch. 369, at p. 382.
3	Lariviere v. Morgan (1872), L,R, 7 Ch. 550; oix appeal sub nom. Morgan v.
Lariviere (1875), L.R. 7 H.L. 423, the House of Lords admitted the exception,
but held that in the circumstances no trust existed.
* See the remarks of Lord Radcliffe in U.SJt. v. Dol/fus Mieg et Cie S^f.
& Bank of England, [1952] A.C. 582, at pp. 617-18.
5	If the house were occupied by a diplomatic envoy, another principle of
immunity .would apply; infra, p. 103.
6	Case put by Sir Eric Beckett in the Annuaire offfie Institut de Droit Inter-
national for 1952, p. 72.
7	The Charkieh (i 873) L,R. 4 Ad, & Ecc. 59, at p. 97.
8	Private International Law (4th ed.), p. 247; (7th ed.), p. 267.

